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The exact Green’s functions of the periodic Anderson model~PAM! for U→` are formally expressed
within the cumulant expansion in terms of an effective cumulant. Here we resort to a calculation in which this
quantity is approximated by the value it takes for the exactly soluble atomic limit of the same model. In the
Kondo region a spectral density is obtained that shows near the Fermi surface a structure with the properties of
the Kondo peak. Approximate expressions are obtained for the static conductivitys(T) and magnetic suscep-
tibility x(T) of the PAM, and they are employed to fit the experimental values of FeSi, a compound that
behaves like a Kondo insulator with both quantities vanishing rapidly forT→0. Assuming that the system is
in the intermediate valence region, it was possible to find good agreement between theory and experiment for
these two properties by employing the same set of parameters. It is shown that in the present model the








































In the present work we discuss approximate Green’s fu
tions ~GF’s! of the periodic Anderson model~PAM! that use
the atomic limit as a starting point. We employ these GF’s
calculate the static magnetic susceptibility and the resisti
of FeSi.
FeSi has rather unusual magnetic properties,1 and in par-
ticular a static susceptibilityx(T) that has a maximum
x(Tm) at aboutTm5536 K and vanishes forT→0 when the
low-temperature Curie tail is subtracted.2 Several models
were studied by Jacarinoet al.,1 and they found that a simpl
one, with two very narrow rectangular bands separated b
gap, could be used to fitx(T). The properties of FeSi ar
very similar to those of the Kondo insulators,2–4 and a very
simple model that describes most of their properties wo
consist of two hybridized bands with two electrons,3 i.e., an
intrinsic semiconductor with a hybridization gap. Bothx(T)
and the resistivityr(T) of FeSi have activation laws with
characteristic energies of order 0.1 eV, and although ba
structure calculations5 give comparable semiconducting ga
they cannot reproduce the large values ofx(T). Also the
measurements of infrared and optical reflectivity can not
described with the predictions of the band calculations,4 and
the PAM seems a more adequate model, both becau
becomes the previous model when the Coulomb repuls
between the localized electrons is neglected, i.e.,U50, and
because the correlations present in the PAM could exp
some of the observed features of FeSi.
A two-band Hubbard model6 has been already employe
to study FeSi, and it is equal to the PAM when the dispers
in one band and the Coulomb repulsion in the other are m
equal to zero. Another variant of the PAM was to add d
persion to the band of localized electrons, and this model
been studied both withU→`7 and with finiteU.8 It has been
suggested3 that it would be interesting to describe the Kon














proach is presented here to calculate bothx(T) and r(T)
employing approximate9 GF’s. This model has been als
used to study the Kondo insulator Ce3Bi4Pt3, employing the
slave boson technique in the mean-field approximation.10,11
Varma12 argued that the strict Kondo lattice~i.e., with inte-
ger f occupation, and therefore without charge fluctuatio!
is inappropriate for these systems, because it would be ra
unlikely to find the chemical potential just in the hybridiz
tion gap, and that one would more likely find this situation
a mixed valence system. Our calculation shows that with
simplified model presented here, it is possible to give a
description of thex(T) andr(T) of FeSi in a typical inter-
mediate valence situation.13
In the study of solid-state systems, it is sometimes int
esting to focus on the local states of the ions placed at
different sites of the crystal.9 The space of the local or ionic
states associated with a given site contains many states
are usually of little interest, generally because their occu
tion can be neglected at fairly low temperatures or frequ
cies when they are too far apart in energy from the grou
state. It is then useful to eliminate these states from
model of the system, and the Hubbard operators14,15are very
convenient for that purpose. In the Anderson lattice we h
a broad band of conduction electrons, identified by a sub
dexc, and the locald states, which will be identified with the
subindexf for convenience. At each sitej of the lattice there
are four local states: the vacuum stateu j ,0&, the two states
u j ,s& of one electron with spin components, and the state
u j ,2& with two local electrons. WhenU→` the stateu j ,2& is
empty, and one can use the Hubbard operators to proje
out from the space of local states at sitej. One difficulty is
that the usual expansions employed with the Fermi or B
operators are not valid for these operators, and Hubbard
troduced for his model of correlated electrons16 a diagram-
matic expansion with cumulants17 which uses the electron























































11 362 PRB 60M. E. FOGLIO AND M. S. FIGUEIRAwhen U50. The GF’s employed in the present work a
based on an extension18 of Hubbard’s cumulant expansio
that is valid for the Anderson lattice and uses the hybridi
tion as perturbation; employing this expansion it is possi
to express the exact GF in terms of an unknown effec
cumulant9,19 M2,s
e f f(v). In this work we shall approximate th
effective cumulant byM2,s
at (z), which is obtained from the
exact solution of the Anderson lattice in the atomic lim
namely, when the band of uncorrelated electrons has
width.9 The spectral density obtained in this approximatio
for typical values of the system parameters, shows a struc
close to the chemical potentialm that corresponds to th
Kondo resonance and affects the physical properties at
temperatures. This structure was absent from the GF der
from the cumulant expansion when only cumulants up
fourth order were employed,18,20and this was the motivation
to approximate the effective cumulant by a method t
would include all the higher-order cumulants that were
sent in our previous calculations. Because of its atomic ch
acter, the approximate effective cumulant in our method
independent of the wave vector. Our GF’s are theref
closely related to those employed by the dynamical me
field theory21 of the infinite dimensional problem,22,23 but
rather than using a self consistency condition we use ph
cal considerations to choose the parameters that define
effective cumulant. The dynamical mean-field theory h
been also employed to study the magnetism of the PAM,24 as
well as the transfer of spectral weight in the spectroscopy
correlated electron systems described by this model.25
Both the dynamical susceptibility and the conductivity r
quire two-particle GF’s in the theory of linear response, b
we shall obtain approximate expressions of the static qu
tities employing the one-particle GF’s introduced in th
work. With these GF’s we obtain the total number of spin-
and spin-down electrons in the presence of a weak magn
field, and the static susceptibilityx(T) is then proportional to
their difference divided into the magnetic field; we can th
compare the ratiox(T)/x(Tm) with the corresponding ex
perimental value. To simplify the calculation of the effecti
cumulant, we assume equal gyromagnetic factorsgf andgc ,
although the extension to differentgf and gc would not
present essential difficulties.
It has been shown26 that the limit d5` can be used to
give an approximate description of three-dimensional s
tems, and we shall then use an expression ofs(T) that is
valid in infinite dimension in our calculation for FeSi. Th
expression is derived from the well-known Kubo formu
the vertex corrections cancel out whend5`,27 and only the
one-particleGc,s(k,z) are then necessary to calculates(T).
In this expression there are explicit sums overk, but when
nearest-neighbor hopping in a simple cubic lattice is con
ered, it is possible to derive expressions28,29that depend onk
only through the unperturbed conduction electron energ
«(k). As a further simplification that would not change th
results in an essential way, we shall use a rectangular b
with 2W<«(k)<W.
Using the expressions ofs(T) andx(T) discussed above
we fitted the experimental magnetic susceptibilit1
x(T)/x(Tm) and the static resistivity
2 r(T)51/s(T) of FeSi
with the same set of parameters in a typical situation of






























with the experimental values. To adjust thex(T) at highT, it
was necessary to assume that the thermal expansion af
the value of the system’s parameters.
In Sec. II we discuss the PAM and the approximate o
particle GF employed in this work. In Sec. III we analyze t
static magnetic susceptibilityx(T) and the static resistivity
r(T) of FeSi. Conclusions are presented in Sec. IV.
II. GREEN’S FUNCTIONS FOR THE PERIODIC
ANDERSON MODEL
As discussed in Sec. I, we employ Hubbard’s operator14
In the general case there is a fixed numbern of orthogonal
states$u j ,a&% ~identified by indicesa) that span a spaceEj ,n
at each sitej, wherej 51,2, . . . ,Ns , andNs is the number of
sites. To each sitej we associate then2 Hubbard operators
Xj ,ab5u j ,a&^ j ,bu, ~2.1!
which transform stateu j ,b& into stateu j ,a&, i.e., Xj ,abu j ,b&
5u j ,a&. The product rules for two operators at the same s
are given by
Xj ,abXj ,cd5db,cXj ,ad , ~2.2!
and we chose properties equivalent to those of the u
Fermi or Bose operators when they are at different sites.
then say thatXj ,ab is of the ‘‘Fermi type’’ ~‘‘Bose type’’!
when the number of electrons in the two statesu j ,a& and
u j ,b& differ by an odd~even! number. Forj Þ j 8 we then use
$Xj ,ab ,Xj 8,cd%50 when the two operators are of the Ferm
type and@Xj ,ab ,Xj 8,cd#50 when at least one is of the Bos
type ~usually30 @a,b#5ab2ba and$a,b%5ab1ba).
A. Anderson lattice for U˜`







Ej ,s f j s
† f j s
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U f j s








† (Cks) is the usual creation~annihilation! opera-
tor of conduction-band electrons with wave vectork and spin
components\/2, wheres561. f j s
† and f j s correspond to
the localf or d electrons at sitej, and
Vj ,k,s5V~k!exp~ ik–Rj !. ~2.4!
When U50, Eq. ~2.3! describes two hybridized bands o
uncorrelated electrons.
The state space of thef electrons at each sitej is spanned
by the four statesu j ,0&, u j ,s&, andu j ,2&, with s561. State
u j ,2& is empty whenU→`, and we shall consider a reduce
space of states by projectingu j ,2& out, so thatEj ,n is a three-
dimensional space. To make the connection with the H
bard operators, one could substitute the identity31















































PRB 60 11 363PERIODIC ANDERSON MODEL FROM THE ATOMIC . . .into Eq. ~2.3!, where the factors is necessary to obtain th
correct phase of the states. Eliminating theXj ,s̄d andXj ,22,











† Ck,s1Vj ,k,s* Ck,s
† Xj ,0s!. ~2.6!
1. Cumulant expansion
The cumulant expansion has been employed by sev
authors to study Ising’s and Heisenberg’s models,32 while
Hubbard17 extended the method to a quantum problem w
fermions. In this technique the cumulant averages33 are used
to rearrange the usual perturbative expansion,17 and it is pos-
sible to derive a diagrammatic expansion involving un
stricted lattice sums of connected diagrams, that satisfi
linked cluster theorem. This technique was extended to
Anderson lattice,18 and a brief description is given here. Th
method employs the grand canonical ensemble of electr







naXj ,aaJ , ~2.7!
wherem is the chemical potential andna is the number of
electrons in stateu j ,a&. The last term in Eq.~2.6! will be
considered as the perturbation, and the exact and unpertu
averages of any operatorA are respectively denoted by^A&H
and ^A&. It is also convenient to introduce
« j ,a5Ej ,a2mna, ~2.8!
«ks5Eks2m, ~2.9!
because these are the forms that consistently appear in
calculations.
The Matsubara expansion30 is employed, so that is an
imaginary time in the GF’ŝ(X̂j ,a(t)X̂j 8,a8(t8)1&H , where
a[(a,b) identifies the transitionb→a, and
X̂j ,a~t!5exp~tH!Xj ,a exp~2tH!. ~2.10!
The subindex1 in the definition of the GF indicates that th
operators inside the parentheses are taken in the orde
increasingt to the left, with a change of sign when tw
Fermi-type operators have to be exchanged to obtain
ordering. The inverse of Plank’s\ and of Boltzmann’skB
are usually included into the real and imaginary temperatu
T andt, as well as in several other parameters, so that a
them are given in terms of a common energy unit.
Some of the infinite diagrams which contribute to the G
^@X̂j ,a(t)X̂j 8,a8(t8)#1&H are shown in Fig. 1, and the fu
circles (f vertices! correspond to the cumulants of thef lec-
trons. Each line reaching a vertex is associated with on
theX operators of the cumulant, and the free lines~i.e., those
that do not join an empty circle! correspond to the externalX













the cumulants can be found in Refs. 17, 18, and 34, and
can be calculated by employing a generalized Wic
theorem.34–36
The first diagram in Fig. 1~a! corresponds to the simples
free propagator̂@Xj ,a(t)Xj 8,a8#1&, and the second diagram
in that figure has an empty circle (c vertex! that corresponds
to the conduction electron cumulant, equal to the free pro
gator^@Cks(t)Cks
† #1&[Gc,s
o (k,t). The interaction is repre-
sented by the lines~edges! joining two vertices and, becaus
of the structure of the hybridization, they always join ac
vertex to anf vertex; the number of edges in a diagram giv
its order in the perturbation expansion.
Cumulants containing statistically independent operat
are zero, and those appearing in the present formalism~with
the hybridization as perturbation! vanish unless they contai
only X operators at the same site or onlyC or C† operators
with the samek ands. The only nonzeroc cumulants are of
second order, because the uncorrelatedc operators satisfy
Wick’s theorem. On the other hand, thef vertices can have
many legs, all corresponding toX operators at the same site
like the fourth- and sixth-order cumulants appearing in
rather more complicated diagram shown in Fig. 1~c!.
All the infinite diagrams that contribute to the GF’s wit
cumulants of at most second order are shown in Fig. 1~a!,
and this family is the ‘‘chain approximation’’~CHA!, which
gives the exact solution of Eq.~2.3! when there is no Cou-
lomb correlation (U50). When the spin is eliminated from
the problem, the Hamiltonian of Eq.~2.6! corresponds to a
system of two hybridized bands without any Coulomb rep
sion ~there can be only one or zerof electrons at each site!,
and the CHA is again an exact solution.18 The diagrams of
the c-electron propagator in the same approximation
shown in Fig. 1~b!.
In the Feynmann perturbation expansion, Wick’s theor
is valid and only second-order propagators appear, while
interactions are provided by the Coulomb interaction. In
present treatment,U disappears in the limitU→` ~or is
included in the unperturbed Hamiltonian whenU is finite!,
and the correlations appear through the nonzero cumulan
X operators with order greater than 2, which include pro
gators of two or more particles. In the Feynmann expans
of the one-particle GF’s, the two particle GF’s appear in t
self-energy, which contains all the correlations.
FIG. 1. Typical cumulant diagrams for one-particle GF, whe
the filled and empty circles represent thef- and c-electron free
propagators, respectively, and the lines joining them represen
hybridization interaction.~a! The diagrams of the chain approxima
tion ~CHA! for the f electrons, represented by the filled square
the right. ~b! Like ~a! but for the c electrons, represented by a
empty square.~c! A more complicated diagram, with cumulants o









































11 364 PRB 60M. E. FOGLIO AND M. S. FIGUEIRA2. Spectral density of the GF’s and the occupation number
In the Anderson lattice withU→` one can introduce
one-particle GF’s of local electrons,
^@Xj ,0s~t!Xj 8,s0~t8!#1&H , ~2.11!
as well as GF’s for thec electrons,̂ @Cks(t)Ck8s
† (t8)#1&H ,
and ‘‘crossed’’ GF’s of the typê (Xj ,0s(t)Ck8s
† (t8)#1&H ,
all of them defined in the intervals 0<t,t8<b[1/T. It is
possible to associate a Fourier series to these GF’s bec
of their boundary condition in this variable,18 and the coef-
ficients correspond to the Matsubara frequenciesvn5pn/b
~wheren are all the positive and negative odd integer nu











3 i ~vnt1vn8t8!#^@Xk,0s~vn!Xk8,s0~vn8!#1&H ,
~2.12!
and because of the invariance against time and lat
translations,18,37
^„Xk,0s~vn!Xk8,s0~vn8!…1&H5Gf f ,s~k,vn!dk8,kdn1n8,0 ,
~2.13!
where dk8,k and dn1n8,0 are Kronecker’s deltas, becausek
and vn are discrete variables. Transforming the eigensta
of the c electrons to the Wannier representation, one obta
the equivalent relations forGcc,s(k,vn) and Gf c,s(k,vn).
Considering that the coefficients of thet Fourier series for
eachk are the values of a function of the complex variab
z5v1 iy at the pointszn5 ivn , it is possible to make the
analytic continuation to the upper and lower half-planes oz
in the usual way,38 obtaining, e.g., fromGf f ,s(k,vn), a func-
tion Gf f ,s(k,z) which is minus the Fourier transform of th
double time GF.39
If we assume the system to be uniform, the occupation















ImH 1Ns (k Gf f ,s~k,v1 i uhu!J
~2.16!
is the spectral density associated with the transitions→0,
abbreviated by (0,s). Using the samer f ,0s(v) it is also










r f ,0s~v!@12 f T~v!#dv. ~2.17!
All the corresponding quantities for the conduction electro
are obtained by replacingGcc,s(k,z) for Gf f ,s(k,z).







where the energies«1,s(k) and«2,s(k) are the two elemen-
tary excitations with wave vectork and spin components,
resulting from the hybridization of a band«ks and a disper-
sionless band of energy« f5Ej s2m, with a reduced hybrid-
ization constantADsV(k). These energies are given by th




r f ,0s~v!dv5^X001Xss&. ~2.19!
The spectral density for the unperturbedf electrons is ad
function at« f , andr f ,0s(v) becomes two bands with a ga
centered at« f and roughly proportional to the reduced h
bridization constantADsV in the CHA. When the system is
in the ‘‘Kondo region’’ in which the local state has near
the maximum occupation compatible with the paramagn
state, viz.nf ,s50.5 in the average, a narrow temperatu
dependent peak, the ‘‘Kondo peak,’’ should appear v
close to the chemical potential, i.e., near tov50 in the
variables we use. This peak is responsible for many prop
ties of the ‘‘heavy fermions,’’40 and it is closely related to
the increase in resistivity whenT decreases, observed i
many metals with magnetic impurities at lowT. In combina-
tion with the effect of phonons, that make the resistiv
increase withT, it is responsible for the minimum in resis
tivity, named the Kondo effect, that is observed in tho
systems. To explain this behavior it was essential to cons
a third-order perturbation that includes spin-flip processe41
These processes are absent from the CHA, because diag
with only second-order cumulants do not include them,
that the absence of the Kondo peak in that approximatio
not surprising. The GFs proposed in this work avoid t
laborious explicit calculation of higher-order cumulants
including all of them in an approximate way.
3. Exact Green’s functions
In the calculation with the usual Fermi or Bose operato
the one-particle propagator of thef electron is given by a
sum of diagrams of the same type42 shown in Fig. 1~a! but
with each vertex corresponding to the sum of all ‘‘prope
~or irreducible! diagrams.30,43The same result is found in th
cumulant expansion of the Hubbard model ford→`,19,44
when the electron hopping is employed as perturbation.
vertices then represent an ‘‘effective cumulant’’M2,s
e f f(z),
that is independent ofk because only diagrams of a spec
type contribute to this quantity ford→`.
In the cumulant expansion of the Anderson lattice,18 we
employ the hybridization rather than the hopping as a per
bation, and the exact solution of the conduction electro
problem in the absence of hybridization is part of the zero
order Hamiltonian. For this reason it became necessar
extend Metzner’s derivation19 to the Anderson lattice, and


























































PRB 60 11 365PERIODIC ANDERSON MODEL FROM THE ATOMIC . . .Metzner are also valid for this model. These results had b
used9 to obtain the exact GF employed in the present wo
but since then we realized that the expression of the exac
is valid for all dimensions and it is not necessary to assu
infinite dimension in that part of the derivation. As with th
Feynmann diagrams, one can rearrange all those that con
ute to the exactGf f ,s(k,z) by defining an effective cumulan
M2,s
e f f(k,z), that is given by all the diagrams ofGf f ,s(k,z)
that cannot be separated by cutting a single edge~usually
called ‘‘proper’’ or ‘‘irreducible’’ diagrams!. The exact GF
Gf f ,s(k,z) is then given by the family of diagrams in Fig
1~a!, but with the effective cumulantM2,s
e f f(k,z) in place of
the bare cumulantM2,s
0 (z)52Ds
0/(z2« f) at all the filled










o (k,z)521/@z2«(k)# is the frequency Fourie
transform ofGc,s
o (k,t), and in a similar way one obtains th






It is clear that for arbitrary dimension we have not gain
much with Eq.~2.20!, because the calculation ofM2,s
e f f(k,z)
is as difficult as that ofGf f ,s(k,z). We circumvent this ob-
stacle by replacingM2,s
e f f(k,z) by the corresponding quantit
M2,s
at (z) of an exactly soluble model, which is the atom
limit of the Anderson lattice. The hopping is neglected in th
system, described by the Hamiltonian of Eqs.~2.3! or ~2.6!
with Ek,s5E0, and it already contains the basic physics
the formation of the singlet ground state and of the appe
ance of the Kondo peak in the PAM, as it is discussed
review articles.46 Because of its atomic character, the a
proximate effective cumulantM2,s
at (z) thus obtained is inde
pendent ofk, and can be calculated exactly as shown in
next section. Being a special case of the PAM, it implici
contains all the higher-order cumulants. The effective cum
lant is also independent ofk whend→`, and the very suc-
cessful ‘‘dynamical mean field theory’’21 also employs GFs
corresponding to those in Eqs.~2.20!,~2.21!.
B. Exact solution in the atomic limit
The exact solution of the local problem has been alre
used in different ways to study the Anderson lattice. T
limit U→` was studied in the intermediate valence cas47
by considering only the lowest four eigenstates of the lo
Hamiltonian, and the magnetic instabilities and susceptibi
were discussed employing the resulting self-consis
Hamiltonian.48 Considering only the atomic limit, viz. taking
Ek,s5E0
a , Alascioet al.49,50studied the model for the whol
range of parameters, showing that ‘‘most of the essen
characteristics’’ of these systems ‘‘are present in this crud
simplified Hamiltonian.’’ Simo˜es et al.51 employed the
atomic limit together with a diagrammatic method,52 that is



















ping and the hybridization as perturbations. An importa
improvement of the technique was to apply the same d
grammatic expansion to the exact solution of the atom
limit,53,54 employing only the hopping as perturbation, a
this technique has also been applied to study the prob
with finite U.55,56
As discussed in Sec. II A, we introduce the exact expr
sion for the GF that is given in terms of an effective cum
lant M2,s
e f f(k,z); however, we replace this quantity by th
approximateM2,s
at (z). As this treatment was derived from
the diagrammatic expansion18 which uses the hybridization
as perturbation and employs the exact solution of the un
related conduction band, it seems a better starting point t
considering the hopping as a perturbation, because the
bridization is usually rather smaller than the bandwidth. T
atomic limit has also been employed, within the framewo
of the dynamical mean-field theory, to study the transp
properties of the symmetric PAM.57
Exact GF in the atomic limit
Taking Ek,s5E0
a and introducing a local hybridization
Vj ,k,s5Vj ,s , the eigenvalue problem of Eqs.~2.3! or ~2.6!
has an exact solution,47 and the GF’s can be calculated an
lytically. As the problem is fully local, one can use the Wa
nier representation for the creation and annihilation opera
Cj ,s
† andCj ,s of thec electrons, and writeHr5( jH j , where





† Cj ,s1Ej ,sXj ,ss
1~Vj ,sXj ,0s
† Cj ,s1Vj ,s* Cj ,s
† Xj ,0s!%, ~2.22!
and the subindexj can be dropped because we assum
uniform system.
We shall denote byun,r & the eigenstates of the Hami
tonianH j with eigenvaluesEn,r , wheren is the total number
of electrons in that state, andr characterizes the differen
states. These eigenstates satisfy
Hun,r &5«n,r un,r &, ~2.23!
whereH is given in Eq.~2.7! and «n,r5En,r2nm @cf. Eq.
~2.8!#. In Table I we give the properties of theun,r & states:
the number of electrons,n; the name of the state,r; the z
component of the spin,Sz ; and«n,r5En,r2nm. The 12 ei-
genvalues«n,r of Hj are represented in Fig. 2, and tho
corresponding to different occupations50, 1, 2, and 3 are
drawn in different columns. The states are identified in
figure by the numbersr above the levels, and the lines join
ing different levels correspond to the possible transitions t
contribute to the GF.
It is now straightforward to express the Fourier transfo
of the f-electron GF in the form
^@X̂j ,0s~vs!X̂j ,0s















































3 z^n21,r 8uX0sun,r & z2, ~2.25!
and V52kT ln ( exp(2ben,r) is the grand canonica
potential.58 The equivalent equations for thec electrons are
obtained by just replacingz^n21,r 8uX0sun,r & z2 in Eq. ~2.25!
by z^n21,r 8uCj ,sun,r & z2.








whereuj are the poles andmj the residues of the GF. Ther
are only eight differentuj for the f-electron GF, becaus
different transitions have the same energy and the residue
some transitions are zero. Eachuj52(«n21,r 82«n,r) corre-
TABLE I. The properties of the 12 eigenstatesun,r & of H are
given. The columns are labeled by the number of electronsn, the
namer of the state, thez spin componentSz of the state, and the
value of «n,r5En,r2nm, where En,r is the energy of the state
un,r &.
n r Sz «n,r5En,r2nm
0 1 0 E0
1 2 1 12 12@E01Ef2A~E01Ef !214V2#2m
1 3 2 12 12@E01Ef2A~E01Ef !214V2#2m
1 4 1 12 12@~E01Ef1A~E01Ef !214V2#2m
1 5 2 12 12@E01Ef1A~E01Ef !214V2#2m
2 6 11 E01Ef22m
2 7 21 E01Ef22m
2 8 0 E01Ef22m
2 9 0 1
2@E013Ef2A~E01Ef !218V2#22m
2 10 0 1
2@E013Ef1A~E01Ef !218V2#22m
3 11 1 12 E012Ef23m
3 12 2 12 E012Ef23m
FIG. 2. The energies«n,r5En,r2nm of the 12 eigenstatesun,r &
of the atomic limit are represented in this figure, and those co
sponding to different occupationsn50, 1, 2, and 3 are drawn in
different columns. The indexr that characterize the states is writte
above the corresponding levels, and the lines joining different le
are identified by numbersi, showing the possible transitionsui that
contribute to the GF. As with Eqs.~2.8! and ~2.9!, the frequencies
have the chemical potentialm subtracted, so that the Fermi surfa
corresponds tov50.of
sponds to the lines identified withj that appear joining the
levels in Fig. 2, the two linesu1 and the single linesu3 and
u7 represent transitions that are allowed in the absence
hybridization, while the remaining ones correspond to tra
sitions that are forbidden in that limit. It is important to no
that for a system with given values ofE0
a , Ef , and V, the
position of the levels in Fig. 2 changes with the chemic
potentialm. In that figure we haveE0
a5m andEf,E0
a5m,
and in that system the ground state is always the sin
u2,9&, which has no magnetic moment in the absence of fi
but can have a rather large induced moment because o
proximity of the magnetic triplet.50
C. Atomic effective cumulant approximation
The atomic effective cumulant approximation~AECA!
consists of substitutingM2,s
e f f(z) in Eq. ~2.20! by an approxi-
mateM2,s
at (z) derived from the exact solution of the atom
limit, obtained by solving forM2,s
at (z) in the equation that is










from the point of view of the cumulant expansion, this co
tains all the irreducible diagrams that contribute to the ex
M2,s
e f f(z). It should be emphasized that this diagram conta
loops of any size, because there is no excluded site in
expansion, and all the filled circles correspond to the sa
site, although they appear as different vertices in the d
gram. The difference between the exact and approxim
quantities is that different energiesEk,s appear in the
c-electron propagators of the effective cumulantM2,s
e f f(z),




at (z) is, for that reason, only an approximation, it co
tains all the diagrams that should be present, and one w
expect that the corresponding GF would have fairly realis
features.
One still has to decide what value ofE0
a should be taken.
As the most important region of the conduction electrons
the Fermi energy, we shall useE0
a5m2dE0, leaving the
freedom of small changesdE0 to adjust the results to par
ticular situations, but fixing its value for a given syste
whenm has to change to keep the total number of electr
Nt fixed, as for example when changing the temperatureT.
Another important point is that concentrating all the co
duction electrons atE0
a would overestimate their contributio
to the effective cumulant, and we shall then reduce the
bridization by a coefficient that gives the fraction ofc elec-
trons which contribute most. We consider that this is of t
order ofV%0, where%0 is the density of states of the freec
electrons per site and per spin, and to be more definite
chosepV%0, so the effective hybridization constantVa co-
incides with the usual ‘‘mixing strength’’D5pV2%0. This
is essentially the same choice made by Alascioet al.49 in
their localized description of valence fluctuations. Note th
Va is only used in the calculation ofM2,s
at (z), and that the
full value must be substituted in theV that appears explicitly



























































PRB 60 11 367PERIODIC ANDERSON MODEL FROM THE ATOMIC . . .The spectral densityr f[r f ,0s(v) for several values ofT
is shown in Fig. 3 assuming the following system para
eters:Ej ,s5Ef520.5, m50, a local hybridizationV50.3
and a density of states of the unperturbed band elect
given by a rectangular band of widthp centered at the ori-
gin. As discussed above, we include adequate universal
stants into the different parameters, so that all of them
expressed in terms of a single energy taken as a unit. In
present case we can take that unit to be equal to the
width of the band divided intop.
The localized energyEf of the local state is well below
the Fermi surface in this figure, corresponding to a typi
Kondo region. The spectral densityr f does not change with
T below a certain value, which is approximatelyT51023 in
Fig. 3, because below thisT the stateun52,r 59& is the only
occupied in the atomic limit, and thereforeM2,s
at (z) does not
change by further decreasingT. Other states are occupied
higherT, and the changes inM2,s
at (z) are reflected inr f . The
r f obtained by the AECA at the lowestT in the figure is
basically the samer f of the CHA in the region close to« f
520.5, but it also has a structure close to the Fermi surf
~i.e., atv50) that is absent in the CHA. The spectral dens
in this region has the main characteristics of the Kondo pe
namely, its localization and the decrease of its intensity w
T increases, as can be seen in Fig. 3. This structure sho
pseudo gap, as was obtained using other methods,59,60 but
with a peak below the Fermi energy that is not as sharp
that becomes more complex with increasingT, an effect that
we believe is due to the use of the atomic model to estim
M2,s
e f f(z).
In Fig. 4 is plotted the dependence of the spectral dens
with m showing a main structure that follows« f , and a
smaller one, corresponding to the Kondo peak, that rem
fixed at the Fermi surface when the system remains in
Kondo region, i.e., when« f,0. When « f approaches the
FIG. 3. The spectral densityr f(v) of the f electrons obtained
with the AECA for several values ofT, employingz5v1 ih with
h51024. The system has the parametersEf520.5, m50, andT
50.001, a local hybridizationV50.3, and a density of states of th
unperturbed band electrons given by a rectangular density of s
of width p centered at the origin, all in the same energy units. T
effective cumulant was calculated employing a reduced hybrid
tion Va5D5V
2 and a frequency with a small imaginary partha

















Fermi surface in the intermediate valence region the t
parts of the spectrum merge, and a single structure then
lows « f for « f.0.
The AECA gives ar f that roughly agrees with the resul
obtained by other methods,59 but the details of the spectra
density near the Kondo resonance depend in a very deli
way on the behavior ofM2,s
e f f(z) near that region. In the cal
culation ofM2,s
at (z) the entire band structure is replaced by
single valueE0
a , and it is therefore not surprising that th
AECA results are less precise than those of Ref. 59, wh
uses the decoupling of the equations of motion followed
the self-consistent determination of the averages resul
from that procedure. This last method, as well as the dyna
cal mean field theory,40 require some heavy computation
while the AECA is fairly simple from that point of view. As
the spectral densityr f in the AECA has the same overa
behavior shown by the methods mentioned above, it can
used to obtain rather reasonable values of many phys
properties and of their dependence withT and other param-
eters. The main item of interest in this method is that it
very natural to make an extension to more complex syste
with numerous local states, that can be simplified by us
the Hubbard operators to project the Hamiltonian to the s
space of states of interest. The use of the AECA would th
make it possible to calculate properties of those syste
without employing too heavy computation.
III. MAGNETIC SUSCEPTIBILITY
AND RESISTIVITY OF FESI
Here we discuss the Kondo insulators within the cont
of the PAM, employing the approximate GF introduced
Sec. II C. We consider the extreme case ofU→`, and apply
it to FeSi, which seems to behave like a typical Kon
insulator.2–4 Although this compound should be better d
scribed with a finiteU, we believe that this would not chang
too much the basic properties from the ones presented h
but that there would certainly be changes in the parame
necessary to reproduce the measured properties of FeSi w
a finiteU is employed. Both the static conductivitys(T) and




FIG. 4. The spectral density of thef electrons for the same
system of Fig. 3 but with fixedT50.001 and for several values o
the chemical potentialm. It shows the crossover from the Kond
































































11 368 PRB 60M. E. FOGLIO AND M. S. FIGUEIRAdescribe this dependence of the two properties, as we
their initial rapid increase and posterior behavior for incre
ing T, with the same set of values of our model’s paramet
The agreement withx(T) is very good at not too highT, but
to obtain a good agreement at highT one should conside
that the parameters are affected by thermal expansion in
region.
To select the total numberntot of electrons per site for ou
model, we first considered that in a band calculation
FeSi,5 where all the Fe 3d74s1 and Si 3s23p2 states were
treated as valence electrons, the corresponding 48 val
electrons per unit cell~4FeSi! completely filled the lowest 24
valence bands. To make a connection with the much sim
PAM, we first notice that a model of two hybridized ban
with two electrons per site would also fill the lowest ban
and that this model was considered to be a good star
point to describe FeSi.3 Therefore it seemed thatntot52
would be a good choice for our model. It is easier to kee
constantm to calculate theT dependence of properties, b
the corresponding changes inntot where large enough to pro
duce substantial changes inx(T) but minor changes inr(T)
as the temperature increases. It was then necessary to r
to the more laborious calculation at constantntot .
The parameters employed in the numerical calculati
are numbers that have to be scaled later to describe the
ferent particular physical situations, and for brevity we sh
call them ‘‘unscaled parameters.’’ These unscaled par
eters are usually chosen so that one physical magnitude,
the bandwidth, is equal to 1. In our case we use a rectang
band, but fix the unscaled total width 2W55p, this value
~or any other of similar order of magnitude! being conve-
nient from the point of view of the numerical calculatio
The unscaled energy parameters can then be considered
given in units of 2W/5p. In this paper we shall present
study of a typical intermediate valence situation withntot
52, and these two conditions are satisfied by employ
values ofEf ,s and m close to 4, when 2W55p. We shall
then use as a parameter the common valueEf of a Ef ,s in the
absence of a magnetic field, and fix an unscaled value
Ef54. As a final step, the value ofm that satisfiesntot52
has to be obtained before thex(T) andr(T) are calculated.
WhenU→`, the average of the identity in the space
the local states at sitej,
Xj ;↑↑1Xj ;↓↓1Xj ;005I j , ~3.1!
gives the ‘‘completeness’’ condition
nf ,↑1nf ,↓1nf ,051, ~3.2!
wherenf ,s and nf ,0 are the average occupation number p
site of f-electron statesu j ,s& and u j ,0& respectively. This
relation gives the conservation of probability of the loc
states at sitej, and it is clear that it should be satisfied befo
most properties of the system could be calculated. T
equivalent condition for the uncorrelated conduction el
trons, obtained from the identityCj ,s
† Cj ,s1Cj ,sCj ,s
† 51, is
satisfied for eachs in all the approximations that we hav
employed for the cumulant expansion, but Eq.~3.2! is not
satisfied for the local electrons in theU→` limit.18 The
origin of this problem has been already discussed,61 and an


























conjecture for the general case, has been presented,37 but this
treatment is not adequate for the approximate GF we emp
in this work. We have then applied anad hocrenormaliza-
tion, multiplying each unrenormalizedGf f ,s
u (k,z) by a con-
stantxs , so that the occupation numbers calculated with
renormalizedGf f ,s(k,z)5xsGf f ,s
u (k,z) satisfy Eq. ~3.2!.
The two GF’s withs561 are equal in the absence of ma
netic field, so that Eq.~3.2! is sufficient to determine the two
identicalxs’s, and in Sec. III A we discuss how to obtain th
two differentxs’s in the presence of a magnetic field.
A. Magnetic susceptibility of FeSi
The simplest way to calculate the static susceptibility is
consider one-electron GFs in the presence of a small m
netic field in thez direction, and obtainnf ,s and nc,s by
employing Eqs.~2.14!–~2.16! and the corresponding rela
tions for the conduction electrons. The static magnetic s
ceptibility is then proportional togf(nf ,↓2nf ,↑)1gc(nc,↓
2nc,↑) when we neglect the Van Vleck contributions, an
the calculation of the corresponding approximate GF’s in
presence of a field is simpler when the gyromagnetic fac
gf and gc of the two types of electrons are equal. The su
ceptibility x(T) is then proportional ton↓2n↑ divided into
the magnetic field, wherens5nf ,s1nc,s is the total number
of electrons per site for each spin components. To calculate
the two factorsxs of the ad hocrenormalization we need o
a further relation besides Eq.~3.2!. We notice that each
Gf f ,s(k,z) would give an independentf ,0 , and the two re-
sulting values are in general different in the presence of
field, so require that they be equal as the extra condition.
following symmetric equations are then obtained:
x↑D↑1x↓n↓51,
x↓D↓1x↑n↑51, ~3.3!
wherenf ,s andDs are given in Eqs.~2.14! and ~2.19!.
To compare the ratiox(T)/x(Tm) with the corresponding
experimental value, it is necessary to choose the energy u
to make the fit, and it was found that a convenient method
do this was to start the calculations with the given unsca
2W andEf and a trial set of the remaining parameters, a
then obtain the positionTm
calc of the calculated maximum o
x(T). The constantsT defined by Tm5536 K5sTTm
calc
would then give the required scaling, so that multiplying
the unscaled energy parameters timessT would give their
absolute values in units of K. As the maximum ofx(T) is
rather flat, it was found that a better procedure was to find
sT that would give the best fit ofx(T)/x(Tm) at moderately
low T. All the adjustments were made by trial and error a
direct comparison of the two curves in the plot.
A very good fit was obtained by keeping a constantm
54.3 with the 2W55p and Ef54.0 discussed above, an
the relationntot52.0 was approximately satisfied at lowT,
but we could not find a similar set of parameters that wo
give a good fit for all the values ofT when requiring a con-
stant ntot52.0. As the interval of temperatures is rath
large, we considered that because of the lattice thermal
pansion, some of the parameters could also change witT,































PRB 60 11 369PERIODIC ANDERSON MODEL FROM THE ATOMIC . . .bridization constant,V(T)5V0 (11aVT), where it is suf-
ficient to leave all the scaling inV0 and always use the un
scaledaV andT in the productaVT. A very good fit, shown
in Fig. 5, was then obtained withV051.8 andaV521.2 and
a position of the zero-width conduction band, employed
calculateM2,s
at (z), given by E0
a5m2dE0, with dE050.3
independent ofT. The scaling of the parameters was giv
by sT51750 K.0.1508 eV, so that in absolute units 2W
52.379 eV, Ef5603.2 meV, V05271.4 meV, anddE0
545.24 meV. We shall employ the same values of th
parameters when comparing the theory with the measu
resistivity in Sec. III B, so that a consistent description of t
two properties be obtained.
It is possible from our calculations to analyze the chan
with T of the total occupationsnf and nc of the f and c
electrons, respectively, and we have found that in the ca
lated curve of Fig. 5nf changes from 0.47 at lowT to 0.53 at
800 K. These parameter values show that the system rem
in the intermediate valence region. It is also interesting
compare the separate contributionsx f(T) andxc(T) of the f
andc electrons to the totalx(T)5x f(T)1xc(T), and these
two quantities are plotted in Fig. 6. Both follow the sam
trend of the totalx(T), but xc(T) is much smaller than
x f(T), so that the choice of equal gyromagnetic factors
the two types of electrons should not affect the final resul
a substantial way.
B. Resistivity of FeSi
The dynamic conductivitys(v,T) is related to the cur-
rent correlations by the well-known Kubo formula.62,63Two-
particle GF’s are then necessary to calculate those cor
tions; to simplify the calculations, Schweitzer and Czycho26
employed the expression of the conductivity for dimens
d5` as an approximation of the static conductivity ford
FIG. 5. The reduced susceptibilityx(T)/x(Tm) as a function of
T, wherex(Tm) is the maximum value ofx(T). The open circles
correspond to the experimental values, taken from Ref. 1. The
line corresponds to the model’s calculation for a rectangular b
with a total width 2W55p, anf electron energy ofEf54.0, a total
number of electronsntot52.0, a T-dependent hybridizationV(T)
51.8(1.021.2T) and the zero-width conduction band employed
the model located atE0
a5m2dE0 with a T-independentdE0
50.3. These unscaled values have to be multiplied by the s
factor sT51750 K5150.8 meV to express them in absolute uni












53. Only one-particle GF’s are then necessary to obt
s(v,T) in that limit, because the vertex corrections can
out,27 and we shall follow the same approach. As the hybr
ization is a hopping of electrons between two differe
bands, it contributes to the current operator in the PAM64
but this contribution cancels out in our model because
employ a local hybridizationVj ,k,s5Vj ,s . The expression
obtained contains explicit sums overk, but it is possible to
make a further simplification by considering neare
neighbor hopping in a simple cubic lattice,28,29,65 and the
sums overk can be transformed23 in integrals over the free
conduction electron energy«(k). This transformation is pos
sible because in the AECA theGcc,s(k,v) is a function ofk
only through the«(k)5«, as both M2,s
at (z) and Vj ,k,s






Im$Gcc,s~k,v1 i uhu!%, ~3.4!












whereC0 is a constant discussed below, and%s
0(«) is the
density of states of the free conduction electrons per site
per spin.

















FIG. 6. The separate susceptibilitiesx f(T) ~full line! andxc(T)
~dotted line! of the f andc electrons, respectively, as a function ofT











































wherea is the lattice parameter of FeSi andt is the hopping





We shall generally use a rectangular band with2W<«(k)
<W, and to relatet to W we consider that the bandwidt
A2d2t of Eq. ~3.9! should be equal to 2W, so that t
5W/A2d. Replacingd53, 2W55p, anda54.489 Å5 in
Eq. ~3.8!, we find66 C056180/(V cm).
If in the AECA of Eq. ~2.21! we abbreviateGcc,s(k,z)
52@a2«(k)1 ib#21, with real a and b ~functions of v)
defined bya1 ib5z1uVu2M2,s
at (z), we find that whenb
→0 then S(v);Ou1/bu if v is outside the gap andS(v)
;Oub2u if v is inside. This different behaviors can giv
rather different low-T limits of s(T), because the integran
in Eq. ~3.6! only contributes in an interval ofOuTu around
the Fermi energyv50 ~our frequency variables are give
with respect tom). When v50 is inside the gap we the
have a very smalls(0) if Im M2,s
at (0);0, which corre-
sponds to the case of FeSi at lowT, as is discussed below.
To analyze M2,s
at (z), we note from Eq. ~2.26! that
Gf f ,0s
at (z) is real whenh[Im@z#→0, except at its only sin-
gularities on the real axis, that are the poles atz5uj . It is
then clear from Eq.~2.27! that M2,s
at (z) is real on the real
axis of thez complex plane,67 except at the real solutions o
(v2E0
a1m)2uVu2Gf f ,0s
at (v)50, where it would have poles
with Im M2,s
at (z)Þ0 in their neighborhood. One should the
make all the calculations at a finiteh, and afterwards take
h→0.
In Fig. 7 we plot the local spectral density of the condu
tion electrons, namely,
FIG. 7. The spectral density of the conduction electronsrc,s(v)
timesp ~full line! and the imaginary part of the approximate effe
tive cumulantM2,s
at (z) ~dotted and dash-dotted lines! are plotted in
a logarithmic scale as a function ofv for T50.001, h50.00001,
ha50 ~full and dotted line!, h1ha50.001~dash-dotted line!, and
the same parameters of Fig. 5. The values ofv, T, h, andha are
given in unscaled energy units, and have to be multiplied by







Im H 1Ns (k Gcc,s~k,v1 i uhu!J ,
~3.10!
as well as ImM2,s
at (v1 i uhu) as a function ofv for the same
parameters employed in Fig. 5, but in this plot the varia
v, as well as the fixed parametersT50.001 and h
50.000 01, are given in the unscaled energy units. It is cl
from Fig. 7 that for theseh andT the peaks of ImM2,s
at (v
1 i uhu) are very sharp, and that the region where this qu
tity is appreciably large is far away fromv50 in units ofT.
The value of theb defined above is therefore very small
that v50, and the conductivity would be extremely lo
because that value ofv is well inside the gap so thatS(v)
;Oub2u. If the Fermi surface (v50) were inside the con-
duction band, theS(v);Ou1/bu and the conductivity would
be extremely large, and would tend to infinity whenh→0.
The physical reason for these different behaviors at very
T is the absence of carriers whenv50 is inside the gap, and
the absence of scattering mechanisms for thec lectrons
whenv50 is inside the band.
The extreme sharpness of the structure of ImM2,s
at (z) is a
consequence of the atomic approximation employed, an
alleviate this character we have added an extra ima
nary part ha5uhausgn(Im@z#) to its argument:
M2,s
at (z)⇒M2,sat (v1 iha), so that the poles of this quantit
become Lorentzians that somehow mimic the effect of
band width.To show the effect of this change, the plot
Im M2,s
at (z) is also shown in Fig. 7 for the same paramete
used above but for an unscaledh1ha50.001. The
Im M2,s
at (z) has now an appreciable value atv50 and
reaches inside the conduction band, ands(T) is much larger
than before, but it is still rather small becauseT is small and
only an interval of order ofT contributes tos(T).
Addition of ha to the argument ofM2,s
at (z) leads to effects
similar to those already obtained by Mutou and Hirashim28
by ‘‘introducing a small imaginary partG to the conduction
electrons,’’ i.e., replacingz5 iv by z1 iG sgn(v) in the
GF’s Gf f ,s(k,z) andGcc,s(k,z). Their justification for this
is the existence in real systems of scattering processes d
phonons and impurities, and we should also consider
mechanism as contributing to theiha . Within this interpre-
tation one could also consider a temperature dependenc
ha , but we have not implemented this change in the pres
calculation.
It seems clear that the basic scattering mechanism in
calculation of the PAM’ss(T) is the hybridization, becaus
the otherwise free conduction electrons are scattered by
localizedf electrons through this interaction. This is appare
if we notice that the relaxation effects are described by




and that the exact relationScc,s(k,z)52uV(k)u2M2,s
e f f(k,z)
follows from Eq.~2.21!. The relaxation mechanism of thec
electrons is then provided by the hybridization, and the s

































































PRB 60 11 371PERIODIC ANDERSON MODEL FROM THE ATOMIC . . .As discussed above, the vanishing resistivity obtained
our approximation whenm is inside the conduction band an
T→0 is caused by the atomic character of our effective
mulant M2,s
at , and the introduction of a finiteha moderates
this effect. In our calculation ofr(T)51/s(T) we have cho-
senha to obtain a reasonable agreement with the measu
values forT above 50 K, because the conduction by ioniz
impurities would dominates(T) at lower temperatures.68 In
Fig. 8 we plotr(T) for the same parameters employed
calculatex(T) in Fig. 5, but for an unscaledha50.0008.
The plot is compared to the experimental values measu2
by Schlesingeret al., which we obtained by digitalization o
their plot. We have preferred these values to those of o
authors69,70 because the higher values ofr(T) seem to indi-
cate a better sample with less impurities. The agreemen
fairly good above 50 K, and the much lower experimen
resistivity below thisT is attributed to the ionic conduction
as mentioned above. The impurity scattering isT indepen-
dent and could be considered to be included in the valu
ha we used, but the phonon scattering would increase witT,
and one should start with a smallerha and add a contribution
that has theT dependence corresponding to this process. T
effect could explain the difference between the two cur
aboveT5200 K.
We point out that the typical values ofha we have used
would not affect the values ofx(T), although they were
essential in fittingr(T) to the experimental values.71
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this work we have used approximate9 one-electron
GF’s of the PAM in the limitU→` to study the static mag
netic susceptibilityx(T) and electrical resistivityr(T) of
FeSi, which has the typical behavior of the Kondo insulato
The total number of electrons per sitentot52 we have se-
lected seems a good choice for FeSi, and at eachT it is then
necessary to find the value of the chemical potentialm that
gives thisntot .
The exact GF’s of the PAM are formally derived fro
their cumulant expansion,18 and are expressed in terms of a
FIG. 8. The resistivity%(T) in V cm, measured by Schlesinge
et al. ~Ref. 2! ~triangles! and calculated~full line! with Eq. ~3.6!
and the same parameters employed in Fig. 5, but withha
50.0008. The values ofv andh are given in unscaled units, an
have to be multiplied by the scale factorsT51750 K5150.8 meV













e f f(k,z), that is given by the contribu-
tion of all the proper diagrams of the exact GFf f ,s(k,z).
To obtain approximate GF’s, we substituteM2,s
e f f(k, z),
whose calculation is as difficult as that ofGf f ,s(k,z), by the
corresponding quantity of an exactly soluble model, which
the same PAM but with a conduction band of zero wid
The use of this atomic limit makes the corresponding eff
tive cumulantM2,s
at (z) independent ofk, and the approxi-
mate GF’s have the same structure obtained by the dyna
cal mean-field theory.21 While this last method uses sel
consistency conditions to obtain the final GF’s, we u
physical considerations to choose the parameters that d
M2,s
at (z). The approximation we employ does not give resu
as accurate as that theory, but has the advantage tha
numerical calculation is fairly rapid, and that it can be e
tended to more complex systems with a large number
local states, by projecting the large space of these states
a manageable subspace of interest with the use of Hub
operators.
We have shown that the spectral densityr f of the ap-
proximate GF employed in this work has, at lowT and in the
Kondo region, a structure on the Fermi surface that can
interpreted as the Kondo peak, a feature that was missin
our cumulant expansions when only cumulants up to fou
order were employed.18 This behavior is essential for th
calculation of the system’s properties, and as the spec
densities obtained by the AECA have the overall behav
that is expected from the model,40 the use of this approxima
tion would then be expected to give, without too heavy co
putation, rather reasonable values of many physical pro
ties and of their dependence withT and other parameters.
These approximate one-electron GF’s of the PAM in t
limit U→`, are used here to describe the static magn
susceptibilityx(T) and electrical resistivityr(T) of FeSi, a
compound which has the typical behavior of the Kondo
sulators. We have selected a total number of electrons
sitentot52, because it seems a good choice for FeSi, an
eachT it was then necessary to find the value of the chem
potential m that gives thisntot . We tried to describe the
system employing a typical intermediate valence situati
and this was achieved with a rectangular band of total wi
2W55p and an unperturbed energyEf54.0 of thef elec-
trons, requiring a chemical potentialm;4 to satisfy ntot
52. These unscaled values correspond to measuring the
ergy parameters in units of 2W/5p.
The susceptibilityx(T) is proportional to the difference
n↓2n↑ between the occupation number of up and down el
trons, and we have fitted the calculatedx(T)/x(Tm) to the
experimental results,1 wherex(Tm) is the maximum value of
the susceptibility. We have found that the contribution of t
conduction electrons tox(T) is much smaller than that of th
local electrons for the employed parameters~cf. Fig. 6!, and
the assumption made of equal gyromagnetic factors for
two types of electrons therefore has no major relevance.
To find the factorsT that transforms the unscaled param
eters into absolute units, we have scaled the calcula
x(T)/x(Tm) curve so that it agrees with the experimen
one at lowT. It was not possible to find a set of paramete
that would give a good agreement at both low and highT,
































11 372 PRB 60M. E. FOGLIO AND M. S. FIGUEIRAof the parameters could change withT. Assuming a linear
dependenceV(T)5V0 (11aVT) of the hybridization pa-
rameterV, it was then possible to obtain a rather good agr
ment in the wholeT range~cf. Fig. 5!. Although this is a
very crude model of these effects and one should also ex
changes ofEf , it shows that the dependence of the mode
parameters with thermal expansion should not be neglec
To calculater(T) we used an expression valid for infinit
dimension,26 and assumed a nearest-neighbor hopping i
simple cubic lattice to transform the sums overk into inte-
grals over the unperturbed energies«(k) of the conduction
electrons. As a further nonessential simplification, we use
rectangular band for the corresponding spectral density%s
0 .
We have shown that the relaxation mechanism of thc
electrons is provided by the hybridization, and the m
likely situation in the AECA is that the conductivity vanishe
asT→0 whenm is inside the gap and tends to infinity whe
m is inside the band. Here we show that this result is
consequence of the atomic character of the AECA, t
makesM2,s
at (z) imaginary only in the neighborhood of it
finite number of poles that are usually far apart from t
Fermi surface (v50). This behavior is moderated by intro
ducing an extra imaginary partha to its argument~cf. Fig.
7!, whose effect is similar to that of scattering of thec lec-
trons by phonons and impurities.28 The resistivity at low





















and if we chooseha so that the calculated resistivity coin
cides with the experimental one close toT;50 K, a very
good agreement is obtained up toT;200 K. The departures
at higherT could be attributed to the phonon scattering.
In summary, we have shown that the spectral densi
obtained by the AECA have the overall behavior that is e
pected from the PAM, and we can therefore expect that
approximation would give, without too heavy computatio
rather reasonable values of many physical properties an
their dependence withT and other parameters. We have em
ployed the AECA to study FeSi assuming a typical interm
diate valence situation of the PAM in theU→` limit, and
we were able to give a good description of both the sta
resistivity and magnetic susceptibility of FeSi as a functi
of T employing a single set of the model’s parameters.
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